
[Carmen #8] Carmen goes to work

After staying up until one in the morning before her first day of work, it feels like Carmen has a 

long day before she even begins her first day of work.

When the alarm1 goes off, Carmen feels like she 

just fell into bed a few minutes ago. She rolls 

over to grab2 her phone and sees the time. It is 

six-thirty already, and she should be at work at 

eight.

She quickly gets out of bed, starts a 

coffee and gets in the shower while the coffee is 

brewing3 and it is finished when she gets out. She

pours it into a mug and takes little sips4 of it as 

she gets dressed and ready for work.

She has a headache and her legs are sore5 

from walking the day before. There are 

painkillers6 in her medicine cabinet7 in her 

bathroom and she takes two and puts the rest of 

the bottle in her purse to take to work.

Checking the time, she sees that it is three

1 An 'alarm' can be a fire alarm. But, more often it is the 
function on a clock (or cell phone) that wakes you up at
a specific time.

2 To 'grab' means to take something in your hand in a fast
or not-careful way.

3 To 'brew' is the verb that you maybe know from making
beer. We also use it for coffee, both to say “The coffee 
is brewing” and “I can brew you a cup of coffee.”

4 A 'sip' is a small drink. Especially the way you take tiny
drinks of a very hot drink like coffee or tea.

5 'Sore' means that something hurts, or has pain. We use 
this word to talk about the way muscles feel the day 
after doing some kind of sports.

6 This word means the kind of medicine you can buy in  
a drug store to make pain go away.

7 Behind the mirror in many bathrooms is a place for 
medicine. We call this the 'medicine cabinet.'

minutes before seven, so she has an hour to get 

to work. That is plenty of8 time to get to work.

She heads9 out the door and down the hill.

There is a subway just coming to the subway 

stop as she comes down the stairs and she hurries

to get on it. Two minutes later, she realizes this 

subway is not going where she went yesterday. 

She got on the wrong subway!

She gets off at the next stop and consults10

her subway map. It looks like the fastest way to 

work is to go back to where she started. Today, 

nobody was nice to her, as the locals pushed past 

her on their way to work.

She arrives at work ten minutes before 

she should start, her head pounding, frustrated, 

and in need of a toilet. Things can only get better

from here, right?

“Hello,” she says to the young man 

working at the company's reception desk in the 

lobby. “My name is Carmen Kleinstadt. Today is 

my first day of work here.”

To be continued...

8 When there is 'plenty of' something, it means that there 
is more than enough.

9 We use 'head' as a verb to mean 'move in a direction.'
10 You know this word from 'consultant.' To 'consult' is to 

try to get information or help from a source. (You can 
consult a consultant, but you can also consult a book.)


